03 May 2016

Topdeck launches new travel app
TOPDECK Travel have today announced the release of their new travel app, leading the way to paperless travel
whilst aiming to meet demand for travellers wanting a balanced lifestyle.
The app includes handy features such as a budget tracker across multiple currencies, downloadable maps and
city guides, plus all the latest itinerary, weather and timezone information. Budding Topdeckers can also live chat
with fellow passengers before the trip and share their pictures on social media within the app.
An additional feature to the app is Topdeck MOVE  in keeping ahead of other travel brands, Topdeck have
introduced MOVE as a fitness feature, which hosts a series of “Bucket List Runs” (available both online and
offline) providing Topdeckers with safe, scenic routes.
The routes, which range from 36 kilometres, 
have been designed for a variety of fitness seekers, showcasing epic
views from Rome’s Pincian Hill, panoramic views over Florence and the Old Town Square in Krakow, which can
often get missed on standard tourist trails.
The routes, ranging from 36 kms, have been designed for a variety of fitness seekers that showcase epic views
from Rome’s Pincian Hill, panoramas over Florence and Krakow's Old Town Square.
Asia Pacific General Manager Joe Ponte commented: “Highlighting Topdeck’s dedication to offering travellers
unique and unforgettable experiences, the Bucket List Runs provide another way for Topdeckers to immerse
themselves in a destination.”
“We’re seeing more millennials seek a balanced travelling lifestyle, with these runs being a vital step in the right
direction to an active life, even when travelling. With this feature already launched and plans to release further
features later this year, the app will be filled with even more exciting destinations to discover and additional
wellbeing programs” said Joe.
All the above functions are fully operational on both iOS and Android and exclusively accessible to all booked
Topdeck passengers.
Book now with Topdeck’s 30% off Mega Sale to download the app and check out the features.
*Mega Sale is for selected European, North America, Middle East and Asia trips only, sale ends 31 May 2016.
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